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Which nurses should take this course?

The target audience for this course is RNs and others.

All nurses in the field of geriatric nursing who wish to understand the federal requirements in the area of care planning and quality of care issues. The MDS is the framework required for giving care in the geriatric setting.
Why Each nurse in geriatrics will profit from this course

This is a course in geriatric nursing. The federal government’s Minimum Data Set has become the primary driver of both quality of care and reimbursements for the long term care industry. The nurse doing the MDS forms for each facility has become a key staff person.

In addition, all nurses in geriatrics need to be familiar with the contents of the MDS 3.0 for this is the single most important tool available to nurses for understanding the care quality requirements of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid.

What you will learn

The learner will identify the three basic components of the Resident Assessment Instrument: The Minimum Data Set (MDS) Version 3.0, the Care Area Assessment (CAA) process and the RAI utilization guidelines.

The learner will identify the subparts of the Minimum Data Set: A core set of screening, clinical, and functional status elements, including common definitions and coding categories, which forms the foundation of a comprehensive assessment for all residents of nursing homes certified to participate in Medicare or Medicaid.

The learner will identify the elements of the Care Area Assessment Process.

The learner will identify the Care Area Triggers.

What you will learn in this course

The purpose of this course is to offer clear guidance about how to use the Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) correctly and effectively to help provide appropriate care. Providing care to residents with post-hospital and long-term care needs is complex and challenging work. Clinical competence, observational, interviewing and critical thinking skills, and assessment expertise from all disciplines are required to develop individualized care plans. The RAI helps nursing home staff gather definitive information on a resident’s strengths and needs, which must be addressed in an individualized care plan. It also assists staff with evaluating goal achievement and revising care plans accordingly by enabling the nursing home to track changes in the
resident’s status. As the process of problem identification is integrated with sound clinical interventions, the care plan becomes each resident’s unique path toward achieving or maintaining his or her highest practical level of well-being.

The RAI helps nursing home staff look at residents holistically—as individuals for whom quality of life and quality of care are mutually significant and necessary. Interdisciplinary use of the RAI promotes this emphasis on quality of care and quality of life. Nursing homes have found that involving disciplines such as dietary, social work, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech language pathology, pharmacy, and activities in the RAI process has fostered a more holistic approach to resident care and strengthened team communication. This interdisciplinary process also helps to support the spheres of influence on the resident’s experience of care, including: workplace practices, the nursing home’s cultural and physical environment, staff satisfaction, clinical and care practice delivery, shared leadership, family and community relationships, and Federal/State/local government regulations.

Persons generally enter a nursing home because of problems with functional status caused by physical deterioration, cognitive decline, the onset or exacerbation of an acute illness or condition, or other related factors. Sometimes, the individual’s ability to manage independently has been limited to the extent that skilled nursing, medical treatment, and/or rehabilitation is needed for the resident to maintain and/or restore function or to live safely from day to day. While we recognize that there are often unavoidable declines, particularly in the last stages of life, all necessary resources and disciplines must be used to ensure that residents achieve the highest level of functioning possible (quality of care) and maintain their sense of individuality (quality of life). This is true for both long-term residents and residents in a rehabilitative program anticipating return to their previous environment or another environment of their choice.

The reading for this course is

**Content of the RAI for Nursing Homes**

The RAI consists of three basic components: The Minimum Data Set (MDS) Version 3.0, the Care Area Assessment (CAA) process and the RAI utilization guidelines. The utilization of the three components of the RAI yields information about a resident’s functional status, strengths, weaknesses, and preferences, as well as offering guidance on further assessment once problems have been identified.

- **Minimum Data Set.** A core set of screening, clinical, and functional status elements, including common definitions and coding categories, which forms the foundation of a comprehensive assessment for all residents of nursing homes certified to participate in Medicare or Medicaid. The items in the MDS standardize communication about resident problems and conditions within nursing homes, between nursing homes, and between nursing homes and outside agencies. The required subsets of data items for each MDS assessment and tracking document (e.g., admission, quarterly, annual, significant change, discharge, entry, etc) can be found in Appendix H.
**Care Area Assessment Process.** This process is designed to assist the assessor to systematically interpret the information recorded on the MDS. Once a care area has been triggered, nursing home providers use current, evidence-based clinical resources to conduct an assessment of the potential problem and determine whether or not to care plan for it. The CAA process helps the clinician to focus on key issues identified during the assessment process so that decisions as to whether and how to intervene can be explored with the resident. The CAA process is explained in detail in Chapter 4. Specific components of the CAA process include:

— **Care Area Triggers (CATs)** are specific resident responses for one or a combination of MDS elements. The triggers identify residents who have or are at risk for developing specific functional problems and require further assessment.

— **CAA Resources** are a list of resources that may be helpful in performing the assessment of a triggered care area. These resources are included in Appendix C and represent neither an all-inclusive list nor government endorsement.

— **CAA Summary (Section V of the MDS 3.0)** provides a location for documentation of the care area(s) that have triggered from the MDS and the decisions made during the CAA process regarding whether or not to proceed to care planning.

**Utilization Guidelines.** The Utilization Guidelines provide instructions for when and how to use the RAI. These include instructions for completion of the RAI as well as structured frameworks for synthesizing MDS and other clinical information (available from [http://cms.gov/manuals/Downloads/som107ap_pp_guidelines_ltcf.pdf](http://cms.gov/manuals/Downloads/som107ap_pp_guidelines_ltcf.pdf)).

In this course you will study Chapter 1, Chapter 2 and sections A, B, and C of Chapter 3.

The following is an outline of the topics covered in LTCE 1-770

**Chapter 1: Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) (V1.08)**

1.1 Overview ................................................................. 1-4
1.2 Content of the RAI for Nursing Homes .......................................................... 1-4
1.3 Completion of the RAI .................................................................................. 1-5
1.4 Problem Identification Using the RAI ............................................................. 1-7
1.5 MDS 3.0 .................................................................................. 1-10
1.6 Components of the MDS ............................................................................. 1-11
1.7 Layout of the RAI Manual ........................................................................... 1-11
1.8 Protecting the Privacy of the MDS Data ....................................................... 1-13

**Chapter 2: Assessments for the Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) (V1.08)**

2.1 Introduction to the Requirements for the RAI ............................................... 2-1
2.2 State Designation of the RAI for Nursing Homes ......................................... 2-1
2.3 Responsibilities of Nursing Homes for Completing Assessments ............... 2-2
2.4 Responsibilities of Nursing Homes for Reproducing and Maintaining Assessments .................................................................................. 2-5
2.5 Assessment Types and Definitions ................................................................. 2-7
2.6 Required OBRA Assessments for the MDS .................................................. 2-14
2.7 The Care Area Assessment (CAA) Process and Care Plan Completion .......... 2-38
2.8 The Skilled Nursing Facility Medicare Prospective Payment System
The MDS 3.0 RAI is the basis for both judging the quality of care being given to each patient and also the amount or reimbursement that will be paid for the care given. What requirements would you set for the person who is employed as the MDS coordinator in your facility?
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